Select List of Recent Publications linked to KwaZulu-Natal

Compiled by Jewel Koopman

AFRICAN ARTS INSTITUTE

*The South African Handbook on Arts and Culture 2015/6*
Cape Town: African Arts Institute, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-992225-30-8 R295.00

BLAINE, Andrew and Barry SMITH

*The Next Step: Planning the Road through Retirement*
Wandsbeck: Reach Publishers, 2016
ISBN: 978-0-620-67554-3 R235.00 (Kindle edition available)
Available at Edu Kidz, Kloof and Hillcrest.

BOEHMER, Elleke

*The Shouting in the Dark*
Johannesburg: Jacana, 2016
ISBN: 978-1-431422-33-3 R226.00

BRANCH, Bill

*Pocket Guide: Snakes and Other Reptiles of Southern Africa*
ISBN: 978-1-775841-64-7 R140.00
CASE, Maxine  
*Papwa: Golf’s Lost Legend*  
Cape Town: Kwela, 2016  
ISBN: 978-0-795707-11-7  \ R250.00

CASKIE, Rob  
*A Day on the Anglo-Zulu Battlefields with Rob Caskie*  
Howick: Self-published, 2015  
ISBN: 978-0-620-65551-4  \ R216.00  
e-mail: rob@robcaskie.com

CONYNGHAM, John  
*Hazara: Elegy for an African Farm*  
ISBN: 978-0-9921766-8-6  \ R255.00

COPELYN, Johnny  
*Maverick Insider: A Struggle for Union Independence in a Time of National Liberation*  
ISBN: 978-1-770104-91-4  \ R275.00

DAWOOD, Zainul  
*Indian Buses – The History, the Memories, the Personalities*  
Durban: Self-published, 2015  
ISBN: 978-0-986991-99-8  \ R250.00

DESAI, Ashwin and Goolam VAHED  
*The South African Gandhi: Stretcher-Bearer of Empire*  
ISBN: 978-0-804796-08-8  (cloth)  \ R2 292.00  
ISBN: 978-0-804797-17-7  (pbk)  \ R629.00  (Also available as an e-book)

DLADLA, Philani  
*The Pavement Bookworm*  
Johannesburg: Jacana, 2016  
ISBN: 978-1-928337-00-3  \ R185.00

DOMINY, Graham Andrew  
*Last Outpost on the Zulu Frontiers: Fort Napier and the British Imperial Garrison*  
ISBN: 978-0-252-04004-7  (hardcover)  \ R650.00  (Kindle edition available)

DU TOIT, Marijke and Jenny GORDON  
*Breathing Spaces: Environmental Portraits of Durban’s Industrial South*  
Pietermaritzburg: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2016  
ISBN: 978-1-86914-279-7  In press – Price unknown
ELDRIDGE, Russell

*Harry Mac*
Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 2015
ISBN: 978-1-760113-20-9   R256.00

FIFIELD, Ruth

*The Postmaster’s Mistress*
ISBN: 978-1-482802-74-0   R749.00   (Also available as an e-book)
Available from [www.partridgewebsite/africa](http://www.partridgewebsite/africa)
or from Ramsgate Stationers and Booksellers, tel. 039 315 0213

GAILSFORD, Jeff

*The Navigator Triangle*
Wandsbeck: Reach Publishers, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-620674-09-6   R255.00   (Also available as an e-book)

GAZE, Doreen

*Ramsgate Recollections*
Pietermaritzburg: Brevitas, 2014
ISBN: 978-1-874976-65-3   R175.00
Available from [www.thewildcoaster.co.za](http://www.thewildcoaster.co.za)

GLEN, Hugh and Braam VAN WYK

*Guide to Trees Introduced into Southern Africa*
Cape Town: Random House Struik, 2016
ISBN: 978-1-775841-25-8   R390.00

GRIFFITHS, Charles, Jenny DAY and Mike PICKER

*Freshwater Life: A Field Guide to the Plants and Animals of Southern Africa*
ISBN: 978-1-775841-02-9   R320.00

GRIFFITHS, Charles and Mike PICKER

*Pocket Guide: Insects of South Africa*
ISBN: 978-1-775841-95-1   R150.00

GUEST, Bill

*Stella Aurorae: The History of a South African University Volume 1: Natal University College (1909–1949)*
Pietermaritzburg: Natal Society Foundation, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-9921766-2-4   R230.00
A PDF can be downloaded free of charge from the Natal Society Foundation website: [www.natalia.org.za/NSF_books/Stella%20Aurorae.html](http://www.natalia.org.za/NSF_books/Stella%20Aurorae.html)

GUMEDE, Thulani “Yeyeye”

*Nqaba: Grief and Hope*
Pietermaritzburg: Self-published, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-620673-25-9   R164.00   (Kindle edition available)
e-mail: thulanigumed3@gmail.com
HERITAGE TEAM
*The Battle of Mhlatuze River: The People, Clans and Events that Shaped Southern Africa*
ISBN: 978-0-992228-79-8  R95.00
(Our Story series: school readers for Grade 4 to Grade 9)

HERITAGE TEAM
*Meeting Shaka: The People, Clans and Events that Shaped Southern Africa*
ISBN: 978-0-994660-06-0  R95.00
(Our Story series: school readers for Grade 4 to Grade 9)

HERITAGE TEAM
*Mzilikazi 1: A Khumalo Prince: The People, Clans and Events that Shaped Southern Africa*
ISBN: 978-0-992228-71-2  R95.00
(Our Story series: school readers for Grade 4 to Grade 9)

HERITAGE TEAM
*Mzilikazi 2: The Roving Conquerer: The People, Clans and Events that Shaped Southern Africa*
ISBN: 978-0-992228-72-9  R95.00
(Our Story series: school readers for Grade 4 to Grade 9)

KLEINLOOG, Annalie
*Forgotten Trails across the Midlands of KwaZulu-Natal*
Nottingham Road: Self-published, 2015
ISBN: 978-1-320-68962-5  Price unknown.  (PDF available)

LAWRANCE, Clive
*Gumption: Fragments of a Life: New and Selected Poems*
Pietermaritzburg: Red Ant Media, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-620-65499-9  R80.00

LEMBEDE, Anton Muziwakhe, edited by Robert R. EDGAR and Luyanda ka MSUMZA
*Freedom in Our Lifetime*
Cape Town: Kwela Books, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-7957-0723-0  R165.00

MACCALLUM, Carol
*Eavesdropping on Early Maritzburg*
Durban: Viking Publications, 2015
ISBN: 978-978-09-9121-0  R180.00
Available from the author at cell phone 082 879 0835
MENACHE, Phillipe and Darryl Earl DAVID

Church Tourism in South Africa: A Travel Odyssey
Self-published, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-620677-99-8   R300.00
e-mail: philippe.menache@gmail.com

MIDDEKE, Martin, Peter Paul SCHNIERER and Greg HOMAN (eds)
The Methuen Drama Guide to Contemporary South African Theatre
London: Bloomsbury Methuen Drama, 2015
ISBN: 978-1-4081-7670-2 (hardcover) R2 324.00
978-1-4081-7669-6 (pbk)   R778.00   (Also available as an e-book)

NKOSI, Lewis, edited by Lindy STIEBEL and Michael CHAPMAN
Writing Home: Lewis Nkosi on South African Writing
Pietermaritzburg: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2016
ISBN: 978-1-869143-09-1   R345.00

OTTER, Charlotte
Karkloof Blue: A Maggie Cloete Mystery
Cape Town: Modjaji Books, 2016
ISBN: 978-1-928215-05-9   R226.00

PILLAY, Raj
Indian Natal
Self-published, 2016
e-mail: massmedia@telkomsa.net

PLAUT, Martin
Promise and Despair: The First Struggle for a Non-racial South Africa
Johannesburg: Jacana, 2016
ISBN: 978-1-4314-2375-0   R275.00

ROMEYN, Philip
The Story of the Settlement and Development of the Mooi River District of KwaZulu-Natal
Mooi River: Self-published, 2015
Available as a CD only.   R50.00
e-mail: leonieromeyn@telkomsa.net

SITHOLE, Nkosinathi
Hunger Eats a Man
ISBN: 978-0-1435-3896-7   R236.00   (Kindle edition available)
(Originally published in Zulu as Indlala idl’indoda)

SPENCER, Henry
Retirement Choices: A Practical Guide to Choosing Retirement Accommodation and Lifestyles
Pietermaritzburg: Blue Weaver Marketing, 2016
ISBN: 978-0-620676-97-7   R216.00
SPENCER, Shelagh O’Byrne

*British Settlers in Natal 1824–1857: A Biographical Register*
*Vol. 8: Haigh – Hogshaw*
Pietermaritzburg: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2016
ISBN: 978-1-86914-307-7   R345.00

STEWART, Dianne, Jessica CAIRNS and Lissa STEWART

*Market Food South Africa*
ISBN: 978-1-928-25700-4   R295.00

VAN DER WAAG, Ian

*A Military History of Modern South Africa*
Cape Town: Jonathan Ball, 2016
ISBN: 978-1-868424-18-4   R333.00

VAN WYK, Braam

*Pocket Guide: Wild Flowers of South Africa*
Cape Town: Struik, 2015
ISBN: 978-1-775841-66-1   R150.00   (Also available as an e-book)

NOTES
1   In certain cases some of the publication details are unavailable.
2   Prices given are a guideline only. Prices vary from bookseller to bookseller, and from website to website.